Abstract
Introduction
Semantic Computing is a rapidly growing field of computer science, combining a variety of subfields of Artificial Intelligence; including Natural Language Processing, Image and Video Analysis, Semantic Web Services and Human Centered Computing among others. With this rapid expansion and integration of multiple diverse topics, there is a strong need for the development of tools and standards that can be used across the field, in order to unify Semantic Computing into a more cohesive area of research. In this paper, we discuss the development of a markup language standard that attempts to facilitate interoperability between semantic technologies by providing an interlingua rooted in the concept of a generalized semantic network.
The main related work is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [3] , which is the standard model for the Semantic Web. Statements in RDF are triples of the form subject-predicate-object while the resources are most commonly identified by URIs. This allows for a description of semantic networks, however, several aspects of networks based on complex facts from different resources cannot be represented as easily and intuitively as desired for semantic computing. In particular, this includes the handling of deep nested structures or reifications, the attribution of temporality and strength to statements as well as annotation of statements with their origin and measures of trust. We present an XML-based language that allows to capture these aspects and we aim to provide a RDF-based syntax in future work.
This document serves as both a guide to the facilities offered by SemML, and an initial request for comment to the Semantic Computing community, to help foster discussion that will guide the future development of the language.
SemML -A Semantic Markup Language
The main goal of SemML is to produce an XML based [1] language specifically tailored to the needs of the Semantic Computing community. To this end, the language must be flexible enough to accommodate the wide variety of information types and sources used in the community, while at the same time providing features that will allow, to the extent possible, content rich, unambiguous representation of the information that users might wish to utilize.
We have expressed the semantic network AskNet [2] in SemML and provided an RDF [3] and DOT [4] translation for the part of facilities needed for this type of network [5] .
Network Structure
The primary structure of SemML is EntityRelationship based. Relations are, by default, named and directed, including an object and subject, but anonymous and undirected relationships are also possible by simply omitting the appropriate fields.
The most basic entity type in SemML is the primitive, which represent a single entity or simple concept. Primitives can be assigned entity types, such as person, location or organization, each of which has optional additional attributes. Each primitive also has an optional URI [6] , which can be linked to a canonical resource such as Wikipedia, DBpedia [7] or WordNet [8] . This allows unambiguous resolution of the primitives to real world entities.
Relations in SemML are named and directed. Transitive relations have a subject and object, while intransitive relations will only have a subject. It is also possible to have undirected relations or relations with a higher arity through the use of the link tag.
Concepts are comprised of relations, along with their associated operands and attributes. Relations can take either primitives or other concepts as their operands. This allows for recursively complex structures and conceptual models, while still maintaining flexibility. As we can see in Figure 1 , the saw relation can be attached to the concept of Alice going to London yesterday just as easily as to a primitive. We can also convey that Carol knows all of this information by simply attaching the knows relation to the concept encapsulating all of the prior information.
Like primitives, Concepts can be assigned a URI, in order to unambiguously identify them. It is normally assumed that more complex concepts will not make use of the URI, as its purpose will be filled by the relation's source tag. However, this has been left as an option to allow reference and identification of simple concepts that are nevertheless non-primitive.
Both relations and concepts can have associated attributes. These attributes allow expansion of concepts and relations without having to alter the concepts themselves. Attributes can be viewed as a type of simple, non-transitive relation. In particular, it is possible to create a concept solely out of a primitive or concept and its associated attributes, as is demonstrated in Figure 2 .
Features of the Language
In this section, we will briefly outline and discuss a number of salient features of SemML that we feel would either a) be of interest and/or benefit to the community; or b) elicit discussion within the community as to the usefulness and implementation details of said feature. As SemML is still in pre-release development, none of these features are "set in stone". However, we feel that the approaches used will allow for adoption by a variety of Semantic Computing projects, while still <schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" targetNamespace="http://www.isc-home.org/SemML" xmlns:netml= "http://www.isc-home.org/SemML"> <element name="Example"> <primitive label="Alice" type="Person" /> <primitive label="Bob" type="Person" /> <primitive label="tea" /> <concept label="GreenTea"> <attribute label="green" object="tea">green</attribute> </concept> <concept label="BlackTea"> <attribute label="black" object="tea">black</attribute> </concept> <concept label="Alice-Wants-X"> <relation label="wants1" type="action" temporal="present" strength="1.0"> <text>wants</text> <object>Alice</object> <subject>GreenTea</subject> <source>example1</source> </relation> </concept> <concept label="Bob-Wants-X"> <relation label="wants2" type="action" temporal="present" strength="1.0"> <text>wants</text> <object>Bob</object> <subject>BlackTea</subject> <source>example1</source> </relation> </concept> </element> 
Temporality & Strength
Relations in SemML have two attributes that relay their temporal nature. Temporal, which can take the values past, present or future, denotes the tense of the relation (which may be different from the grammatical tense of the words used in the label), and continuity, which can take the values incidental, temporary or permanent, denotes the duration and scope of the relation.
All relations in SemML also have an associated strength. This allows relations of differing salience and import to be represented in the same network. As an example of the use of this feature, if we wanted to add the information "Carol is the mother of Alice" to our diagram in Figure 1 , we may decide that this is particularly important to the structure, and thus could give the mother of relation a high score value, likewise <schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" targetNamespace="http://www.isc-home.org/SemML" xmlns:netml= "http://www.isc-home.org/SemML"> <element name="Example"> <primitive label="Alice" type="Person" /> <primitive label="Bob" type="Person" /> <primitive label="Carol" type="Person" /> <primitive label="London" type="Location" uri="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London" /> <concept label="Alice-goto-London"> <relation label="goto1" type="action" temporal="past" strength="1.0"> <text>go to</text> <object>Alice</object> <subject>London</subject> <source>example1</source> <attribute label="yesterday1" type="temporal">Yesterday</attribute> </relation> </concept> <concept label="Bob-see-X"> <relation label="see1" type="action" temporal="past" strength="1.0" continuity="temporary"> <text>see</text> <object>Bob</object> <subject>Alice-goto-London</subject> <source>example1</source> </relation> </concept> <concept label="Carol-know-X"> <relation label="know1" type="action" temporal="current" strength="1.0" continuity="indefinite"> <text>know</text> <object>Carol</object> <subject>Bob-see-X</subject> <source>example1</source> </relation> </concept> </element> if we wished to add the information "Kim Jong Il wore a green shirt today" to the information shown in Figure 3 , we may decide that this is not very salient information, and therefore give the wore relation a lower score.
Sources & World Views
Not all information is created equal, and not all sources of information can or should be trusted equally. This is, at least in part, the reason that SemML includes source structures. Each relation in SemML can be linked to a document that acts as a source for the relation. Currently SemML only supports documents as sources, but it can be easily extended to other media types.
Each document is attached to a source, which may in turn be part of another source. This allows the trust variable to be set either at the document or the source level. In the case of several nested sources, the trust is taken from to be the lowest trust score for any nesting level. Likewise, the document trust score overrides the source trust score only in the case where it is lower. This represents the idea that it is possible to get an unreliable document from an otherwise reliable source (perhaps a source could acknowledge that the information is speculative for example), but that one generally only places as much trust into a document as is warranted by its source. Furthermore, this setup allows us to easily manipulate the settings for groups of documents or sources by changing the trust value for their parent source.
This ability to easily manipulate the trust of groups of sources introduces a new feature of SemML, the ability to represent varying world views. By changing the relative trust of various source groups, it is possible to manipulate the SemML structure to represent the knowledge and world view of an individual or group. For example, after encoding information on politics, it would be possible to group sources into liberal and conservative. By manipulating the trust values of these groups, it would be possible to cause the SemML file to represent the world view of an individual who primarily read and believed either the conservative or the liberal sources.
It is also possible, using this source structure, to remove information related to a particular source or group. This can be useful for managing and updating already created files, but moreover, this too can be used to better represent world views. By removing sources to which a group or individual would not have had access, we can better represent their world view, as seen in Figure 3 .
The ability to manage sources and thereby manipu- late world views opens up many interesting avenues of exploration. By constructing a single SemML file, systems can now manage to quickly and non-destructively explore their knowledge base and information as it would be perceived and understood by individuals in various groups with access to or predisposition for only a limited set of information sources.
Conclusion and Future Directions
In this paper we have presented and discussed the development of the SemML language. A tool specifically designed to allow members of the Semantic Computing community to define, manipulate and distribute semantic data. While this specification is still in its early stage, it already has the depth and flexibility necessary to make it a valuable tool for sharing data and providing interoperability between systems.
It is important to note that this document is not intended as a full specification of the language, as many details have been necessarily omitted. It should rather be viewed as a point for fostering discussion and debate about the future of Semantic Computing, and the features that this language, and other tools like it will need in order to help the community grow.
